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Introduction 

Purpose 

Ex Libris Rosetta is a digital-object preservation solution that conforms to the ISO-recognized 

Open Archival Information System (OAIS). The purpose of this document is to describe the 

uniqueness of the AIP data model in Rosetta and the way it implements the PREMIS reference 

model using METS. 

Scope 

The OAIS reference model defines three types of information packages that need to be managed 

by a preservation system: 

▪ SIP – Submission Information Package 

▪ AIP – Archival Information Package 

▪ DIP – Dissemination Information Package 

Rosetta allows the SIP and the DIP to have a variety of formats and structures and provides an 

SDK to support this (refer to the SDK documentation). 

This document describes and refers to the AIP, which is stored in a METS XML file in Rosetta’s 

permanent repository module. Each AIP describes one intellectual entity (IE).  

The METS XML is generated in the Staging module during the SIP processing. During 

processing, the IE information is kept and managed in the database. By the time the SIP is 

moved to the permanent repository, the METS XML contains all the information regarding the 

IE, collected from the different database tables. 

The information on the METS XML can be reloaded back into the database when the IE is 

brought from the permanent repository for maintenance (preservation actions, adding 

representations, and so forth). 

The following diagram shows the flow between the three types of information 

packages:
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The AIP is stored in a METS XML file and can be viewed in the permanent repository module of 

Rosetta. Each AIP relates to one IE.  

Note: The METS includes only the representations that are not derivative copies of the IE. These 

representations are only available in the UI when reviewing the IE through the Web Editor.  

For example, an IE that represents a scanned book has one Preservation Master representation 

that includes TIFF files and one derivative copy representation that includes low resolution 

JPEG files.  

Whether the derivative copy representation was part of the IE when it was ingested by a 

submission application or whether it was generated by Rosetta as part of the SIP processing, the 

files of the representation remain in the Staging area. There is no mention of the derivative copy 

in the METS file since it is not part of the AIP.   

If the IE is exported from the UI, the derivative copy is exported as well, as part of the IE. 
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Data Model Structure 

This chapter describes the hierarchical structure of the AIP data model that is based on the 

PREMIS reference model. It covers four levels of objects that are the basis for the Rosetta data 

model. Further information related to the PREMIS reference model can be found at: 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/ 

The following figure illustrates the four entities of the AIP data model: 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/
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The entities in the data model are defined as follows. 

Intellectual Entity 

A set of content that is considered a single intellectual unit for purposes of management and 

description – for example, a particular book, map, photograph, or database. An intellectual 

entity may have one or more digital representations. 

Representations 

A representation is the set of files, including structural metadata, needed for a complete and 

reasonable rendition of an intellectual entity. There can be more than one representation for the 

same intellectual entity. For example, a journal article may be complete in one PDF file and this 

single file will then constitute the representation. However, another journal article may consist 

of one SGML file and two image files. In this case, these three files will constitute the 

representation. A third article may be represented by one TIFF image for each of 12 pages plus 

Intellectual Entity (IE): 
Object information – Identifiers, object 

characteristics, etc. 

Events – Provenance events 

Rights – Access rights 

Representation: 
Object information – Identifier, object 

characteristics, preservation level, etc. 

Events – Provenance events 

Rights – Access rights 

File: 
Object information – Identifier, 

significant properties, format, fixity, 

environment etc. 

Events – Provenance events 

Rights – Access Rights 

BitStreams: 
Object information – Identifier, 

significant properties, format, 

environment etc. 

 

1...n 

1...n 

0...n 
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an XML file of structural metadata showing the order of the pages. In this case, 13 files will 

constitute the representation. (PREMIS data dictionary, p. 14) 

Files 

A file is a named and ordered sequence of bytes that is known by an operating system. A file 

can be zero or more bytes and has a file format, access permissions, and file system 

characteristics such as size and last modification date. 

Bitstreams 

A bitstream is contiguous or non-contiguous data within a file that has meaningful common 

properties for preservation purposes. A bitstream cannot be transformed into a standalone file 

without the addition of file structure (headers, and so forth) and/or reformatting to comply with 

a particular file format. 

A bitstream is defined in the PREMIS data model as a set of bits embedded within a file. This 

differs from common usage, where a bitstream could, in theory, span more than one file.  

A good example of a file with embedded bitstreams is a TIFF file containing two images. 

According to the TIFF file format specification, a TIFF file must contain a header that includes 

information about the file. It may then contain one or more images. In the data model, each of 

these images is a bitstream and can have properties such as identifiers, location, inhibitors, and 

detailed technical metadata (for example, color space). 

Some bitstreams have the same properties as files and some do not. The image embedded 

within the TIFF file clearly has properties that are different from the file itself. However, three 

TIFF files can also be aggregated within a larger TAR file. In this case, the three TIFF files are 

filestreams, but they have all the properties of TIFF files. 1 

Rosetta bitstream functionality is limited to filestream only. Real bitstreams (embedded objects 

within a file) are functionally not supported. However, from a Data Model perspective, the Data 

Model serves both types of bitstreams.

 
1  http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v2/premis-2-1.pdf  

http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v2/premis-2-1.pdf
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METS – Metadata Encoding and 

Transmission Standard  

Rosetta uses METS as a container for the IE as an AIP. Further information related to the METS 

reference model can be found at: http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/ 

Note: For the use of METS as a container for collections, see below. 

The METS schema contains three types of metadata: Descriptive, Administrative, and Structural 

Map. 

The following table illustrates which metadata type is applicable to each object type: 

 Descriptive Administrative Structural Map 

IE j√ 
√ 

 

Representation  
√ √ 

File j√ 
√  

Bitstream  
√  

Descriptive 

Information relating to the intellectual contents of the object, akin to much of the content of a 

standard catalogue record. This enables the user of a digital library to find the object and assess 

its relevance. Rosetta supports Dublin Core (DC) as the standard for descriptive metadata. 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/
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The descriptive metadata can be viewed any time the IE is edited or accessed. It can be 

published or exported to external systems and viewed by external users – as a whole or in parts 

only, based on the configuration. (Configuration is performed in the Rosetta Administration 

module.) 

The descriptive metadata can be edited by a staff user who uses the Rosetta Web Editor. The 

edited metadata is written in a new version of the METS file. 

Administrative 

Information is necessary for the manager of the electronic collection to administer the object, 

including information on intellectual property rights and technical information on the object 

and the files that comprise it. 

The administrative metadata is mostly generated by Rosetta throughout the SIP processing, and 

some of it can be edited by the staff user. (See below in the Rosetta DNX Profile section for 

which metadata can be edited.) 

Structural 

Information on how the individual components that make up the object relate to each other, 

including the order in which they should be presented to the user – for example, how should 

still image files that comprise a digitized version of a print volume be ordered. 

The structural map can be edited in the Web Editor by the staff user, or outside of Rosetta, if the 

IE is loaded through the submission application. 

Note that once the IE is in the permanent repository, it can be edited only in the Web Editor. 

METS Sections 

A METS file consists of seven major sections, each describing a different facet of the digital 

object: 

Header (metsHdr)   

The header section is not in use in Rosetta and is not included in the Rosetta data model. 

Descriptive Metadata (dmdSec) 

The attributes of the descriptive metadata are: 

▪ IE level – Since the IE is “a set of content that is considered a single intellectual unit for 

purposes of management and description (PREMIS),” the descriptive metadata is stored 

only on the IE level. 
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▪ Dublin Core schema – Rosetta uses Dublin Core (DC) and Qualified DC standards, or other 

schemas that are not hierarchical (such as MODS).  

▪ METS section <dmdSec> – Descriptive metadata is held within sections of the METS file 

named <dmdSec>. Although METS allows this metadata either to be held in external files 

that are referenced from within the METS file, or to be embedded directly with it, Rosetta 

requires it to be embedded directly with it for preservation reasons. 

The descriptive metadata in Rosetta is embedded directly in the METS file, using an <mdWrap> 

element to contain it, as illustrated below: 

 

Administrative Metadata 

Administrative metadata includes all the information that is not descriptive for each object that 

is part of the intellectual entity. It includes technical attributes of the stream files (image 

resolution, file size, and so forth), access rights for delivery, important events that are relevant 

for preservation (provenance events) and metadata that arrived with the IE and should be kept 

in its original structure (not normalized, such as MIX technical metadata for image files). 

The administrative elements, each identified by an ID, are used to record this metadata, which 

may be held in external files or embedded within the METS file using the <mdWrap> element. 

Rosetta uses the DNX format for holding all the technical information, events, and access rights.  

Rosetta uses the following sections of METS within the <amdSec>: 

▪ technical (mets:techMD) – Holds the technical information of the object, within the 

<mdWrap>, in DNX format. 

▪ rights (mets:rightsMD) – Holds the access rights within the <mdWrap>, in DNX format. 
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▪ events (mets:digiprovMD) – Holds the provenance events, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX 

format. 

▪ source (mets:sourceMD) – Within the <mdWrap>, there could be any type of source 

metadata as specified in the Rosetta METS Profile and defined in the Other Source 

Metadata Subtype code table. Currently, this section holds the details of the DB record of 

the <amdSec>, such as the record ID, date of creation, and modification date.     

For more information regarding the DNX format, see the Rosetta DNX Profile section below. 

Administrative Section for IE, Representation, File, and Bitstream  

Each object level (IE, representation, file, and bitstream) has its own <amdSec> that includes the 

four sub-sections described above (technical, rights, events, and source), even if some of these 

sections are empty. 

As illustrated in the following table, the content of the sections differs between each object level, 

according to the PREMIS data dictionary: 

 techMd rightsMd digiProvMd sourceMD 

IE Identifiers, 

Control 

information, 
Retention 
policy 

Access rights Provenance events  Source descriptive – 

MODS, MARC 

Representation Preservation 

type, usage 

type, revision 

no. 

Access rights Provenance events – 

Add Representation 

 

File Significant 

properties, 

Validation 

stack outcome 

Access rights Provenance events – 

Validation Stack  

Source technical 

metadata – MIX, 

NISO; descriptive – 

MODS, MARC 

Bitstream Significant 

properties, 

Validation 

stack outcome 

   

The sections that are empty will look like the following: 
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Implementation of PREMIS within METS 

As mentioned above, Rosetta implements the PREMIS data model within METS. 

In each object level of each METS section, there are DNX sections and fields that match the 

PREMIS semantic units.  

The PREMIS entities are located in the METS sections in the following way: 

▪ Objects – As explained above, each object has its own <amdSec> section in which its 

administrative metadata is specified. 

▪ Events – In Rosetta, the events are related to objects. Each object has its relevant events 

specified in the <amd-digiProv> section, within its <amdSec>. 

▪ Agents – In Rosetta, the agents’ elements are represented as attributes of the entity of which 

they are agents. For example, each event has its agents that are linked to it – user, software, 

or hardware. 

▪ Rights – The Rosetta AIP stored in the METS contains the access rights of the IE, 

representation, and file. The access rights are stored in the <amd-rights> section within the 

<amdSec> section on the IE/REP level and these rights are relevant for the delivery of any 

part of the IE. This is currently an Ex Libris proprietary format. For more information, see 

the Access Rights Within DNX section below.   

For more information about PREMIS implementation in Rosetta DNX format, see below in 

Rosetta DNX Profile chapter. 

File Groups 

The <mets:fileSec> section includes the <mets:fileGrp> sections in which each section 

holds the content of a representation (the list of files that are grouped in the representation).  

This METS section holds the information about all the files, and some information about the 

representation.  

▪ Representation information: 

▪ USE – The usage of this representation. In Rosetta, it will be View even though METS 

allows more values, such as Thumbnail or ALTO. 

▪ ID – The unique ID of the representation. 
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▪ ADMID – The ID of the administrative section that describes the representation. 

▪ File information: 

▪ File ID – The unique ID of the file. 

▪ ADMID – The ID of the administrative section that describes the file. 

▪ GROUPID – Attribute to determine relationship between files within separate 

Representations. 

▪ <mets:FLocat> - The file location element, <FLocat>, provides a pointer to the location of 

a content file. It uses the XLink reference syntax to provide linking information indicating 

the actual location of the content file, along with other attributes specifying additional 

linking information. Only local references are currently supported. 

Note: <FLocat> is an empty element. The location of the resource pointed to must be stored in the 

xlink:href attribute. 

The following is an example of a <mets:fileGrp> section within the <mets:fileSec> section: 

 

Structural Map  

This part of a METS file is a description of the structure of each representation and contains 

information on how the files relate to each other hierarchically. For example, if the IE is a 

digitized book, one of its representations will be 150 scanned images of the book’s pages. In 

order to show how the pages are structured in chapters, this section will show the divisions by 

chapters, and for each division there is a label that describes the chapter’s name. 

There can be multiple structural maps for each representation if the same files are structured 

differently (that is, one for chapters and one for content). The example below shows two 

structural maps for the same representation of three files: One is physical, and the other is 

logical (where the files are divided in chapters): 
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This structural map shows that the representation is referred in the structMap ID (rep1), and 

each structMap of the same representation has its own identifier (rep1-1, rep1-2). Within these 

sections are pointers to the files that hold the images of the pages; these are referenced by the 

FILEID attribute within the <fptr> (file pointer) element. 

Each file pointer is wrapped inside a section <mets:div> that contains a label. This label is 

created when the METS is generated (by Rosetta or by the Rosetta SDK), and it holds the file 

label that was entered by the Producer Agent when depositing the file. If there is no file label, 

this label holds the file name.   

The structural map provides a logical layout for the structure of the whole object, and one that 

is easy to navigate using any XML-compatible software. In the Delivery module of Rosetta, the 

viewer displays the files’ labels according to their order: 
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Structural Links 

This section of the METS is not in use in the Rosetta AIP data model. 

Behavior 

This section of the METS is not in use in the Rosetta AIP data model. 

Events 

The events metadata holds the information about actions that affect the object. Each object level 

has different types of actions that should be captured. In Rosetta, the events that are recorded in 

the AIP are provenance events, while many other events are captured in the system but do not 

become part of the AIP metadata.  

The following types of events are considered provenance events: 

▪ New version of the IE – a result of adding a new representation or metadata (descriptive, 

access rights) 

▪ Validation checks – validity and integrity checks on files  

Each such event will be written in the events (mets:digiprovMD) section belonging to the 

relevant object level (IE, representation, or file). 

Each event will be written in the DNX format and will include the following: 

▪ Agent – The agent that triggered this event. An agent is not necessarily a person. An agent 

may also refer to a process, plug-in tool, and so forth. 

▪ Event details – Such as the creation date, a description, the parameters, and so forth 

The following is an example of an event that is stored in the digiProvMD section of a file. This 

section holds the events in DNX format:  
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In addition to events, the digiprovMD section on the IE level stores the details of the Producer 

and the Producer Agent who deposited the IE.  
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Access Rights 

The Rosetta METS XML can hold two types of access rights information: PREMIS and non-

PREMIS: 

▪ PREMIS rights – Information regarding an external system that manages the IE’s rights: 

▪ linkingRightsStatementIdentifierType – A designation of the domain within 

which the linkingRightsStatementIdentifier is unique 

▪ linkingRightsStatementIdentifierValue – The value of the 
linkingRightsStatementIdentifier 

▪ Non PREMIS rights – Information regarding the access rights policy managed by Rosetta: 

▪ PolicyID – The unique ID of the different access rights managed by Rosetta. For example: 

AR_EMBARGOED_FOR_5_YEARS, AR_5_CONCURRENT_USERS 

▪ Policy parameters – If the policy requires any parameters 

▪ Policy description – Description of the policyID.  For example: 

AR_EMBARGOED_FOR_5_YEARS – Embargoed for 5 years, 

AR_5_CONCURRENT_USERS – Limited access according to copyright law 

METS XML Sections 

Declaration <?xml ... ?> 

Attributes 

version "1.0" 

encoding "utf-8" 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <mets> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.loc.gov/METS/" 

Content <dmdSec ID="ie-dmd"> 

<amdSec ID="ie-amd"> 

<amdSec ID="REP1…n"> 

<amdSec ID="FL1…n"> 

<fileSec> 

<structMap ID=REP1…n TYPE=”[PHYSICAL|LOGICAL]”> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <dmdSec> 

Description Descriptive metadata (author, title, and so forth) describing the intellectual entity 

Attributes ID "ie-dmd" 

Content <mdWrap MDTYPE="DC"> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for DC (Dublin Core) descriptive metadata 

Attributes MDTYPE "DC" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <xmlData> 

Content <dc:dc> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <dc:dc> 

Attributes xmlns:dc "http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 

Content All valid DC elements 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <amdSec> 

Description Information is necessary for the manager of the electronic collection to administer the 

object, including information on intellectual property rights and technical information 

on the object and the files that comprise it. 

The administrative metadata is mostly generated by Rosetta throughout the SIP 

processing, and some of it can be edited by the staff user.  

Attributes ID "REP1…n-amd" 

Content <techMD> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <techMD> 

Description Holds the technical information of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX format  

Attributes ID "REP1…n-amd-tech" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Content DNX Sections (See Appendix B – DNX Profile) 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <rightsMD> 

Description Holds the rights information of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX format 

Attributes ID "REP1…n-amd-rights" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

Note DNX within rightsMD at the representation level will always remain empty 
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Element <sourceMD> 

Description Holds the source metadata of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX format  

Attributes ID "REP1…n-amd-source" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory if applicable (source MD has been provided with the object) 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Content DNX Sections (See Appendix B - DNX Profile) 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <digiprovMD> 

Description Holds the provenance events information of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX 

format  

Attributes ID "REP1…n-amd-digiprov" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Content DNX Sections (See Appendix B - DNX Profile) 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <dmdSec> 

Description Descriptive metadata (author, title, and so forth) describing the file 

Attributes ID "FL1…n-dmd" 

Content <mdWrap MDTYPE="DC"> 

Obligation Optional 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <amdSec> 

Description Information is necessary for the manager of the electronic collection to administer the 

object, including information on intellectual property rights and technical information 

on the object and the files that comprise it. 

The administrative metadata is mostly generated by Rosetta throughout the SIP 

processing, and some of it can be edited by the staff user.  

Attributes ID "FL1…n-amd" 

Content <techMD> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <techMD> 

Description Holds the technical information of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX format  

Attributes ID "FL1…n-amd-tech" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Content DNX Sections (See Appendix B - DNX Profile) 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <rightsMD> 

Description Holds the rights information of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX format 

Attributes ID "FL1…n-amd-rights" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

Note DNX within rightsMD at the file level will always remain empty 
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Element <sourceMD> 

Description Holds the source metadata of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX format 

Attributes ID "FL1…n-amd-source" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory if applicable (source MD has been provided with the object) 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Content DNX Sections (See Appendix B - DNX Profile) 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <digiprovMD> 

Description Holds the provenance events information of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX 

format  

Attributes ID "FL1…n-amd-digiprov" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Content DNX Sections (See Appendix B - DNX Profile) 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <amdSec> 

Description Information is necessary for the manager of the electronic collection to administer the 

object, including information on intellectual property rights and technical information 

on the object and the files that comprise it. 

The administrative metadata is mostly generated by Rosetta throughout the SIP 

processing, and some of it can be edited by the staff user.  

Attributes ID "ie-amd" 

Content <techMD> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <techMD> 

Description Holds the technical information of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX format  

Attributes ID "ie-amd-tech" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Content DNX Sections (See Appendix B - DNX Profile) 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <rightsMD> 

Description Holds the rights information of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX format 

Attributes ID "ie-amd-rights" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Content DNX Sections (See Appendix B - DNX Profile) 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <sourceMD> 

Description Holds the source metadata of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX format 

Attributes ID "ie-amd-source[-source type][-1…n]"  

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory if applicable (source MD has been provided with the object) 

Repeatable Yes 

Note ie-amd-source is reserved for DNX metadata. Other supported sourceMD 

types (specified in the Rosetta METS Profile) must be identified using the 

source type, for example, ie-amd-source-mods. 

 

Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 
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Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 
 

Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Content DNX Sections (See Appendix B - DNX Profile) 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <digiprovMD> 

Description Holds the provenance events information of the object, within the <mdWrap>, in DNX 

format  

Attributes ID "ie-amd-digiprov" 

Content <mdWrap> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <mdWrap> 

Description Container element for the representation DNX 

Attributes 

MDTYPE "OTHER" 

OTHERMDTYPE "dnx" 

Content <xmlData> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <xmlData> 

Content <dnx> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <dnx> 

Attributes xmlns "http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx" 

Content DNX Sections (See Appendix B - DNX Profile) 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <fileSec> 

Description Inventory of all of the files that make up the digital representation of work 

Content <fileGrp> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 
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Element <fileGrp> 

Description Container for all of the files of a given representation 

Content <file> 

Attributes 

USE “VIEW” 

ID “REP1...n” 

ADMID “REP1...n-amd” 

GROUPID String 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable Yes 

Note If there is more than one <fileGrp> element, no specific order is required. 

 
 

Element <file> 

Description Properties of a file that provides a representation of a single page of work 

Attributes 

ID "FL1...n" 

MIMETYPE MIME type of the object: 

ADMID “FL1...n-amd” 

Content <FLocat> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable Yes 

 
 

Element <FLocat> 

Attributes 

LOCTYPE “URL” 

xlink:href “file://” + File Name 

xmlns:xlin "http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" 
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Content <FLocat> 

Obligation  

Repeatable Yes 

 
 

Element <structMap> 

Description Logical/physical organization of the files within the representation 

Attributes ID "REP1…n-N" 

Attributes TYPE "PHYSICAL" or "LOGICAL" 

Content e.g. <div LABEL="PRESERVATION_MASTER"> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable Yes 

 

 

Element <div> 

Attributes LABEL PRESERVATION_MASTER;VIEW 

Content <div LABEL="Table of Contents"> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

 

 

Element <div> 

Description A logical section of work 

Attributes LABEL Table Of Content 

Content <div LABEL=”…” TYPE="FILE"> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable Yes 
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Element <div> 

Description A single page of work 

Attributes LABEL Free text. Label may remain empty 

TYPE “FILE” 

Content <fptr> 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable Yes 

 

 

Element <fptr> 

Description Pointer to a certain file within the Structural Map 

Attributes FILEID PID of the file 

Obligation Mandatory 

Repeatable No 

Collections in METS 

Collections are managed in the operational repository in a dedicated table (called 

Collection). In the permanent repository each Collection record is contained in a METS 

file that is different than the IE METS. 

The METS file includes the following sections: 

mets:dmdSec ID=”collection-dmd” Descriptive metadata in DC 

DC  The descriptive metadata in DC format 

mets:amdSec ID=”collection-amd” Administrative metadata section 

    mets:techMD ID=”collection-amd-tech” Technical metadata sub-section 

      collection 

DNX section that includes the collection’s 

identifiers 

      objectCharacteristics 

DNX section that includes the control 

information of the Collection 

      objectIdentifier DNX section that can hold DOI 
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  mets:sourceMD ID="collection-amd-source" Source matadata of the Collection 

(repeatable section) 

      DC/MARC/MODS Descriptive metadata in any format 

 An example for a Collection stored in METS is as follows: 

<mets:mets xmlns:mets="http://www.loc.gov/METS/"> 

  <mets:dmdSec ID="collection-dmd"> 

    <mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="DC"> 

      <mets:xmlData> 

        <dc:record xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 

xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" 

xmlns:mods="http://www.loc.gov/mods/v3 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/v3/mods-3-0.xsd" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

          <dc:title>Economist E-Journal </dc:title> 

          <dc:creator>Jack Bauer</dc:creator> 

          <dc:description>The electronic version of the 

Economist</dc:description> 

          <dc:type>E-Journal</dc:type> 

          <dcterms:created>07/02/2011</dcterms:created> 

          <dc:publisher/> 

          <dc:description/> 

        </dc:record> 

      </mets:xmlData> 

    </mets:mdWrap> 

  </mets:dmdSec> 

  <mets:amdSec ID="collection-amd"> 

    <mets:techMD ID="collection-amd-tech"> 

      <mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="dnx"> 

        <mets:xmlData> 

          <dnx xmlns="http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/dps/dnx"> 

              <section id="collection"> 

       <record> 

         <key id="externalSystem"></key>              

         <key id="externalId"></key> 

         <key id="collectionId">1820</key> 

         <key id="Name">Economist E-Journal</key> 

                    <key id="parentCollectionId">1810</key> 

              </record> 

            </section> 

            <section id="objectCharacteristics"> 

              <record> 

                <key id="objectType">COLLECTION</key> 

                <key id="parentID"/> 

                <key id="groupID"/> 

                <key id="creationDate">2011-02-07 22:07:46</key> 

                <key id="createdBy">admin1</key> 

                <key id="modificationDate">2011-02-07 22:22:11</key> 

                <key id="modifiedBy">admin1</key> 

                <key id="owner">CRS00.INS00.DPR00</key> 

              </record> 

            </section> 

           <section id="objectIdentifier"> 

              <record> 

                <key id="objectIdentifierType">DOI</key> 
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                <key id=" objectIdentifierValue">DPS-123456-8</key> 

              </record> 

            </section> 

          </dnx> 

        </mets:xmlData> 

      </mets:mdWrap> 

    </mets:techMD> 

    <mets:sourceMD ID="collection-amd-source"> 

      <mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="MODS"> 

        <mets:xmlData> 

        </mets:xmlData> 

      </mets:mdWrap> 

    </mets:sourceMD> 

  </mets:amdSec> 

</mets:mets> 

 

 

The METS file is written to the permanent repository  every time it is changed in the UI. The UI 

shows the last version of the METS.  
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4 
 

Rosetta DNX Profile 

The DNX schema is a simple and unified XML schema that holds the administrative metadata 

of the IE in the permanent repository. It contains all the important data elements in a simple flat 

structure, divided between the different object levels (IE, representation, file and bitstreams), 

and includes the important technical metadata that is relevant for preservation. 

The administrative metadata that needs to be stored arrives from various sources: 

▪ Technical metadata that is being generated by the metadata extraction tools (JHOVE, NLNZ 

tools) 

▪ Access rights associated with the material flow 

▪ CMS information (system and record ID) 

▪ Provenance information – Producer, Producer Agent information, events information 

▪ Miscellaneous information – such as links to external events, or other intellectual entities  

Since all this information comes from different sources with different standards, some of it is 

duplicated or organized in a way that is not useful. The DNX profile, therefore, is designed to 

hold all this information in a clear and organized way, with a clear mapping to the original 

source that enables converting it back and forth.  

The DNX is written to the AIP (METS XML file) based on the metadata that is stored in different 

tables in the Rosetta staging database. Most of the DNX data is generated by Rosetta, while 

some of the data in the DNX section is populated by the submission application, before the IE is 

deposited.  

The provenance information is written in the DNX when the data is moved to the permanent 

stage, since the information is still gathered during the SIP processing stage.    
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The purpose of this document is to describe the DNX profile. This document includes all the 

information about the sections and elements of the DNX schema, such as the description of each 

field, the data source of the field, the matching PREMIS semantic unit, and the phase at which 

the IE lifecycle is created. 

DNX and PREMIS 

Most of the DNX sections and fields come from the PREMIS data dictionary. Rosetta 

implements PREMIS (PREMIS compliant), and most of the PREMIS semantic units are 

represented in the DNX profile. In case semantic units will be added to PREMIS, they will 

considerably be added to the DNX profile. 

Note: Not all the PREMIS fields in the DNX are managed automatically by Rosetta. Some fields 

can only be filled in and monitored manually – for example, the fields that hold the relationships 

between different IEs (relationship DNX section). 

Differences in the Data Model 

The differences between the PREMIS data model and Rosetta’s data model are as follows: 

▪ Agent entity – In PREMIS, the Agents entity holds the details of an agent, which is a person, 

organization, or software program/system associated with events in the life of an object, or 

with rights attached to an object. In Rosetta, the agent is only an attribute of an external 

provenance event, since in the other areas, Rosetta is the agent associated with events in the 

life of the objects and the access rights attached to the IE.  

▪ Intellectual entity level – In PREMIS, the intellectual entity is a “set of content that is 

considered a single intellectual unit” that is represented by objects, but it is not an object, 

which is defined as a “discrete unit of information in digital form.” According to PREMIS, 

only representations, files, and bitstreams are considered objects. In the Rosetta data model, 

there is an object called IE (intellectual entity) that has unique metadata as described above. 

DNX Section Structure 

The DNX format is built from logical groups of metadata fields called Sections. 

Each DNX section contains a group of fields that are related to each other. For example, the 

section generalRepCharacteristics (General Representation Characteristics) includes the fields 

that describe the parameters of the representation – Preservation Type, Usage Type, Revision 

Number, and so forth.  

Most of the sections come from the PREMIS data dictionary, but some of them are unique to 

Rosetta. The structure of a DNX section is as follows: 
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<section id=" Section Name "> 

<record> 

 <key id="Field Name">Field Value</key> 

… 

</record> 

</section> 

Each record holds the fields of the section in the form of: 

<key id=Name>Value</key>  

The following example illustrates this: 

 

 

 Structure of a Repeatable Section 

If a DNX section is repeatable, there will be multiple records of the same structure, as shown in 

the following example: 
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Events within DNX 

The event metadata holds the information about actions that affect the object. Each object level 

has different types of actions that should be captured. In Rosetta, the events that are recorded in 

the AIP are provenance events, while many other events are captured in the system but do not 

become part of the AIP metadata.  

All events that are generated by the system are written to a database table. Events that are 

indicated as provenance (in the code, non-configurable) are copied from the table of events to 

the METS file, while the non-provenance events remain in the table.  

The storage of events in a table allows the creation of reports that show the statistics regarding 

various activities.  

Provenance Events 

The following types of events are considered provenance events: 

▪ Changes to the IE metadata – adding metadata to any of the IE levels (descriptive DC, 

source MD, access rights policy, structural map, DNX) 

▪ Addition of a new Representation – new Representation that was added through the Web 

Editor or as a result of a Preservation Action 

▪ Validation checks – validity and integrity checks on files (Note – Fixity check will not 

generate a provenance event unless calculated fixity is different than the previous one)  

▪ Enrichment – generation of a persistent identifier  

Each such event will be written in the events (mets:digiprovMD) section belonging to the 

relevant object level (IE, representation, or file). 

Each event will be written in the DNX format and will include the following: 

▪ Agent – The agent that triggered this event. An agent is not necessarily a person. An agent 

may also refer to a process, plug-in tool, and so forth. 

▪ Event details – Such as the creation date, a description, the parameters, and so forth 

Following is an example of an event that is stored in the digiProvMD section of a file. This 

section holds the events in DNX format:  
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In addition to events, the digiprovMD section on the IE level stores the details of the Producer 

and the Producer Agent who deposited the IE. This section is populated automatically for each 

IE in Rosetta and includes all the information of the Producer as it exists in Rosetta at the time 

of the deposit:  

 

Access Rights Within DNX 

Two types of rights are stored in the DNX sections: PREMIS and non-PREMIS.  
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▪ PREMIS rights (IE only) – Information regarding an external system that manages the IE’s 

rights. Note that these rights are not mandatory, and they are not managed or enforced by 

Rosetta. There is one DNX section for holding the details of these rights: 

▪ linkingRightsStatementIdentifier – Holds the type and the value of the statement 

identifier, if it is generated and stored in a repository other than Rosetta. 

▪ linkingRightsStatementIdentifierType – A designation of the domain within 

which the linkingRightsStatementIdentifier is unique 

▪ linkingRightsStatementIdentifierValue – The value of the 
linkingRightsStatementIdentifier 

▪ Non PREMIS (IE, Representation, and File) – Information regarding the access rights policy 

managed by Rosetta. Note that it is mandatory for each IE to have an associated access 

rights policy, while for representation and file access rights are optional. The DNX section 

for holding this information is accessRightsPolicy. The following fields are part of this 

section: 

▪ PolicyID – The unique ID of the different access rights managed by Rosetta. For example: 

AR_EMBARGOED_FOR_5_YEARS, AR_5_CONCURRENT_USERS 

▪ Policy description – Description of the policyID. For example: 

AR_EMBARGOED_FOR_5_YEARS – Embargoed for 5 years, 

AR_5_CONCURRENT_USERS – Limited access according to copyright law 

▪ Policy parameters – If the policy requires any parameters 

Significant Properties of Files Within DNX 

To have a scalable structure that supports additions of technical metadata over the years, the 

DNX section that holds the extracted technical metadata for each file has the following 

structure: 
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This structure allows defining the technical attributes as the values of the 

significantPropertiesType fields, and their values as the values of the 

significantPropertiesValue fields. 

DNX Sections 

IE level 

generalIECharacteristics 

objectCharacteristics 

CMS 

webHarvesting 

internalIdentifier 

objectIdentifier 

significantProperties  

linkingIEIdentifier 

producer 

producerAgent 

event 

linkingRightsStatementIdentifier  

accessRightsPolicy 

grantedRightsStatement 

metadata 

collection 

retentionPeriodPolicy 
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Representation level 

generalRepCharacteristics 

objectCharacteristics 

internalIdentifier 

significantProperties 

linkingIEIdentifier 

event 

linkingRightsStatementIdentifier 

metadata 

preservationLevel   

environment 

environmentDependencies 

environmentSoftware 

envSoftwareRegistry 

environmentHardware 

envHardwareRegistry 

environmentExtension 

relationship 

 

File level 

generalFileCharacteristics 

objectCharacteristics 

internalIdentifier 

significantProperties 

linkingIEIdentifier 

event 

linkingRightsStatementIdentifier 

metadata 

preservationLevel   

environment 

environmentDependencies 

environmentSoftware 

envSoftwareRegistry 

environmentHardware 

envHardwareRegistry 

environmentExtension 

relationship 

fileFixity 

fileFormat 

fileVirusCheck 

fileValidation 

vsOutcome 

creatingApplication 

Inhibitors 

objectCharacteristicsExtension 

signatureInformation 
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signatureInformationExtension 

 

BitStream level 

generalFileCharacteristics 

significantProperties 

Below is the description for each of the DNX sections. 

Note – Defining a section as ‘Mandatory’ means that the information stored in these sections is 

required by Rosetta for its functioning. For example, without the internal identifier, objects 

cannot be searched and found and without populated Format ID, Rosetta will not be able to 

perform any preservation activities.  

This is not the meaning of ‘Mandatory’ according to PREMIS, and there is no contradiction 

between the two definitions – Rosetta allows its users to define which fields must be populated 

as part of the SIP processing. For more details regarding metadata validation see the Rosetta 

Configuration Guide document.   

General IE/Rep/File Characteristics 

  

Definition The generalIECharacteristics, generalRepCharacteristics, 

generalFileCharacteristics sections contain administrative as well as control 

attributes that determine how objects are delivered, published, and searched. 

Rosetta Mandatory Yes – Not every field 

Source User  

Repeatable No 

Level IE, Representation, File and BitStream 

METS section techMD 
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(Rosetta) Object Characteristics 

  

Definition objectCharacteristics – This section can be on each level (IE, representation, and 

file) and it contains control attributes that are relevant on all levels, such as 

dates and user information. 

Rosetta Mandatory Yes 

Source System/User 

Repeatable No 

Level IE, Representation and File 

METS section techMD 

CMS 

  

Definition This section holds the Collection Management System details. Each IE in 

Rosetta can have a “handle” to descriptive metadata that is managed in the ILS, 

such as Aleph or Voyager. Since this information might be relevant for many 

IEs and in order to allow a single point of update, the IE holds only the 

reference to this information, without the need to duplicate it in Rosetta. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User/System 

Repeatable No 

Level IE 

METS section techMD 
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Web Harvesting 

  

Definition webHarvesting – This section contains the information regarding Web 

harvesting. It describes the tool that was used for building the Web archive file 

and some other parameters of this action. (This section was added because there 

is no existing set of fields that can hold this metadata according to PREMIS) 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable No 

Level IE 

METS section techMD 

Producer 

  

Definition This section holds the information of the Producer as it is stored in the staging 

DB. 

Rosetta Mandatory Yes 

Source System  

Repeatable No 

Level IE 

METS section digiprovMD 

Producer Agent 

  

Definition producerAgent - This section holds the information of the Producer Agent who 

deposited the IE. (It contains only the name, not the entire user record)  

Rosetta Mandatory Yes 

Source System  
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Repeatable No 

Level IE 

METS section digiprovMD 

Access Rights Policy 

  

Definition accessRightsPolicy - This section holds the access rights policy details that are 

checked before delivery. The system analyzes whether the calling user is 

authorized to view the object.  

Rosetta Mandatory Yes 

Source System/User 

Repeatable No 

Level IE, Representation, File 

METS section rightsMD 

Granted Rights Statement 

  

Definition grantedRightsStatement – This section holds the copyrights statement that was 

presented to the Producer Agent upon depositing the IE (boilerplates as part of 

the material flow). It is currently not in use. 

Rosetta Mandatory No (Currently not in use) 

Source System/User 

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level IE 

METS section rightsMD 
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Metadata 

  

Definition This record holds the details of the HDEMETADATA record that is kept in the 

sourceMD METS section. The details are used by the system to allow accurate 

matching between the data in the METS to the data in the DB, when the IE is 

loaded back to the staging DB from the permanent repository. The details 

include the ID and the type (DC, DNX_REP, and so forth) as well as the control 

dates (creation, modification). 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source System  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level IE, Representation and File 

METS section sourceMD 

Retention Policy 

  

Definition Hold the details of Retention Policy ID which determines the duration required 

to preserve content, after which content will be deleted. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable No 

Level IE 

METS section techMD 
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Internal Identifier 

  

Definition internalIdentifier – This section holds a record for each of the identifiers that 

are created by Rosetta, such as PID, SIP ID, and Deposit Set ID. Each object level 

has its own section of identifiers (there is a PID for each IE, representation, and 

file), while on the IE level there are other identifiers (such as SIP ID). 

Rosetta Mandatory Yes – All types of internal identifiers are Rosetta Mandatory since they are 

created and used by the system 

Source System  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level IE, Representation and File 

METS section techMD 

Object Identifier 

  

Definition objectIdentifier – This section holds the identifiers of the IE that are stored in 

an external system – for example, Handle and URN: NBN. These identifiers are 

not internal in the sense that in Rosetta they are used only as metadata, and not 

as identifiers. 

These identifiers can be generated in Rosetta by a plug-in or they can be 

populated pre-ingest by the submission application. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User/System 

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level IE 

METS section techMD 
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Preservation Level 

  

Definition preservationLevel – This section holds information indicating the decision or 

policy on the set of preservation functions to be applied to an IE and the context 

in which the decision or policy was made. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User 

Repeatable No 

Level Representation 

METS section techMD 

Significant Properties 

  

Definition significantProperties – This section holds the extracted technical metadata for 

each file. However, it can be used in any of the other levels and it can hold other 

properties that were not extracted by the MD Extraction tool(s). 

Rosetta Mandatory No (Depends on the MD Extraction tool that is associated with the Format) 

Source System/User 

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level IE, Representation File and BitStream 

METS section techMD 
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File Fixity 

  

Definition fileFixity – For each file, this section holds a record for each checksum 

algorithm that is used by the validation stack (SHA-1, CRC32, and MD5). 

Rosetta Mandatory Yes 

Source System  

Repeatable Yes – For every checksum algorithm in use by the Fixity task 

Level File 

METS section techMD 

File Format 

  

Definition fileFormat – For each file, this section holds the format details as they were 

identified by the format identification task in the validation stack. 

Rosetta Mandatory Yes 

Source System/User 

Repeatable No 

Level File 

METS section techMD 

File Virus Check 

  

Definition fileVirusCheck – For each file, this section holds the results of the virus check 

that was performed as part of the validation stack. 

Rosetta Mandatory Yes 

Source System  

Repeatable No 
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Level File 

METS section techMD 

File Validation 

  

Definition fileValidation – For each file, this section holds the details and the results 

(valid/invalid, well-formed/not well formed) of the metadata extraction tool  

that was used by the MD Extraction task as part of the validation stack. Note 

that this section does not hold the actual output of the extraction tool (for 

example, JHOVE). The output is stored in the significant properties section and 

holds the information about the extraction tool. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source System  

Repeatable No 

Level File 

METS section techMD 

Validation Stack Outcome 

  

Definition vsOutcome – This section holds the information about the validation routines 

that were used to validate the files. The validation includes the following: a 

virus check, fixity check, format identification, technical metadata extraction 

and risk extraction. Different plug-ins can be used and their details are captured 

in this section. 

Rosetta Mandatory Yes 

Source System  

Repeatable Yes – Repeated for every task in the VS task chain 

Level File 

METS section techMD 
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Creating Application 

  

Definition creatingApplication – For each file, this section holds the information about the 

application that was used for creating the file, which was created before it was 

deposited or in Rosetta as part of a preservation action. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source System/User  

Repeatable No 

Level File 

METS section techMD 

Inhibitors 

  

Definition On a file level, this section holds the features intended to inhibit access, use, or 

migration. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level File 

METS section techMD 

Object Characteristics Extension 

  

Definition objectCharacteristicsExtension – On a file level, this is a container for including 

semantic units that are not DNX. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 
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Level File 

METS section techMD 

Environment 

  

Definition On a file or representation level, this section holds the details of 

hardware/software combination that supports the usage (rendering, viewing) of 

the representation/file. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level Representation, File 

METS section techMD 

Environment Dependencies 

  

Definition environmentDependencies - On a file or representation level, this section holds 

information about a non-software component or associated file required in 

order to use or render the representation or file - for example, a schema, DTD, 

or an entity file declaration. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level Representation, File 

METS section techMD 
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Environment Software 

  

Definition environmentSoftware – This section holds the details of the software that is 

needed for rendering the object (file, representation). The details include name, 

version, type, and dependencies. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level Representation, File 

METS section techMD 

Environment Software Registry 

  

Definition envSoftwareRegistry – This section holds the details of the registry in which 

the environment software is registered. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level Representation, File 

METS section techMD 
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Environment Hardware 

  

Definition environmentHardware – This section holds the details of the hardware that is 

required for rendering the object (file, representation). The details include name 

and type. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level Representation, File 

METS section techMD 

Environment Hardware Registry 

  

Definition envHardwareRegistry – This section holds the details of the registry in which 

the environment hardware is registered. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level Representation, File 

METS section techMD 
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Environment Extension 

  

Definition environmentExtension – This section is a container for including semantic units 

that are not DNX. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level Representation, File 

METS section techMD 

Signature Information 

  

Definition signatureInformation – On a file level, this section can hold the information 

that is required for using a digital signature to authenticate the signer of an 

object and/or the information contained in the object. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable No 

Level File 

METS section techMD 
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Signature Information Extension 

  

Definition signatureInformationExtension – This section holds digital signature 

information using semantic units that are not DNX. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level File 

METS section techMD 

Relationship 

  

Definition This section holds the relations between files or between representations, if 

there are any. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User/System (During Add Representation or Preservation Action) 

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level File, Representation 

METS section techMD 

Linking IE Identifier 

  

Definition linkingIEIdentifier – This section holds the identifier of a different IE that is 

related to the object (IE, representation, or file) 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 
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Level IE, Representation  or File  

METS section techMD 

Event 

  

Definition This section holds the provenance events on each level (IE, representation, and 

file) 

Rosetta Mandatory Yes – The provenance events are Rosetta Mandatory. 

Source User/System 

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level IE, Representation  or File  

METS section digiprovMD 

Linking Rights Statement Identifier 

  

Definition linkingRightsStatementIdentifier – This section holds the identifier of a 

copyrights statement that may be stored outside of Rosetta. 

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes (no limits) 

Level IE, Representation, or File  

METS section rightsMD 
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Collection 

  

Definition collection – This section holds the information of the collection(s) that the IE is 

associated with. There could be multiple records pointing to multiple 

collections/sub-collections. The collection METS will have one record that holds 

the identifiers of the collection and the parent collection (if exists).   

Rosetta Mandatory No 

Source User  

Repeatable Yes for IE (no limits), no in case of collection METS 

Level IE, Collection 

METS section techMD 

 

The full list of fields in each section is specified in Appendix B below. 
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A 
 

Appendix A – METS XML 

▪ The link to the METS example (in the Library of Congress - Rosetta METS Profile) is: 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/profiles/00000042.xml 

▪ The link to mets_rosetta.xsd is  

https:// github.com/ExLibrisGroup/Rosetta.dps-

sdkprojects/blob/master/{version}/dps-sdk-projects/dps-sdk-

deposit/src/xsd/mets_rosetta.xsd 

For example: 

https://github.com/ExLibrisGroup/Rosetta.dps-sdk-projects/blob/master/6.0/dps-sdk-

projects/dps-sdk-deposit/src/xsd/mets_rosetta.xsd 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/profiles/00000042.xml
https://github.com/ExLibrisGroup/Rosetta.dps-sdk-projects/blob/master/6.0/dps-sdk-projects/dps-sdk-deposit/src/xsd/mets_rosetta.xsd
https://github.com/ExLibrisGroup/Rosetta.dps-sdk-projects/blob/master/6.0/dps-sdk-projects/dps-sdk-deposit/src/xsd/mets_rosetta.xsd
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B 
 

Appendix B – DNX Data Dictionary 

The source field indicates how the field is populated. The possible values are: 

• User – The field can be updated either by the staff users via the Web editor, or by 

the submission application, before the SIP is submitted.   

• System – The field is updated automatically by one of Rosetta modules. This 

table will include as much as possible the exact stage and task that updates the 

field. 

Note: In sections that are mandatory for Rosetta, not all fields are mandatory. The fields that are 

will be indicated as ‘Rosetta Mandatory’ in the table below.  
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

       

generalIECharacteristics IE attributes  

 

Non-

PREMIS 

submissionReason The reason for submitting the IE (for 

example, donation of this collection to 

the National Library) 

User – Pre ingest 

or through the UI 

(MD form, web 

editor) 

 

status The status of the IE - Active or 

Suppressed (Only active IEs are 

published). A suppressed IE is not 

available for searches from outside of 

Rosetta (when the search is performed 

via the SRU protocol).  It can be used as 

an alternative for deleting the IE 

altogether from Rosetta. 

User – Pre-ingest 

or through the UI 

(web editor) 

 

 

generalIECharacteristics.V

ersion 
The version of the IE System – when 

the IE is 

committed to 

permanent 

 

statusDate The date of the status change. System – Upon 

committing the 

new version of 

the IE. 

 

IEEntityType Logical categories such as digitized 

books, e-journals, videos, and so forth. 

User – Pre-ingest 

or through the 

web editor  

 

UserDefinedA These fields are available for users for 

storing metadata that has no designated 

DNX field.  

User – Pre-ingest 

or through the 

web editor 

 

UserDefinedB  

UserDefinedC  
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

generalRepCharacteristi

cs 

Representation attributes  User Non-

PREMIS 

label Label of the representation for display 

in Delivery. 

  

  

 Users can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

or through the 

Web editor  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

preservationType Possible values are: 

Preservation Master – The master 

representation for preservation – for 

example, TIFF files of the scanned book.  

Modified Master – The representation 

to be created out from the master 

representation – for example, text files 

for each page of the scanned book. 

Derivative Copy – Access copies that 

are not preserved; used for better and 

faster access to Delivery. 

Note: IEs must contain one 

preservation master and may 

contain up to one modified master. 

Other types are unlimited. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

usageType Currently, Rosetta supports only the 

VIEW value as a type of usage. A 

representation that is defined otherwise 

will not be available for Delivery. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

representationEntityType This field is used to distinguish 

between different structures of 

representations. 

 

contentType This field is used to distinguish 

between different types of content. 

 

contextType This field is used to distinguish 

between different types of context. 

 

hardwareUsed The hardware that was used to create 

the content of this Representation. 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

physicalCarrierMedia The physical media that the content was 

originally on. 

 

derivedFromId Used in migration and ‘adding 

Representation’ tasks to identify the 

source representation that was used to 

derive this representation. 

 

deliveryPriority The priority of listing the 

representations in Delivery. 

 

orderingSequence The ordering sequence of 

representations of the same priority. 

 

DigitalOriginal Used to mark a Preservation Master as 

being the digital original of the IE. 

 

RevisionNumber Used to sequence the set of Master 

Representations.  The highest revision 

number is by definition the latest 

master. 

 

RepresentationCode A code that categorizes a representation 

in terms of how it can be used in 

Delivery and external systems. 

 

TaskID An identifier of a certain type of 

derivative copy, used to manage the 

derivative copy when a task operates on 

an IE. 

 

RepresentationOriginalNa

me 

The name of the object as submitted to 

or harvested by the repository, before 

any renaming by the repository. 

OBJECT:Ori

ginalName 

UserDefinedA  These fields available for the users for 

storing metadata that has no designated 

DNX field.  

 

UserDefinedB  

UserDefinedC  

generalFileCharacteristi

cs 

File attributes  User/System PREMIS 

label The label that will be displayed when 

showing the file in Delivery. 

User – Pre-ingest 

or as part of 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

deposit 

note An internal note pertaining to the file. User – Pre-ingest 

or as part of 

deposit 

 

FileEntityType Sub-format (GeoTiff) User – Pre-ingest   

compositionLevel An indication of whether the object is 

subject to one or more processes of 

decoding or unbundling. 

User – Pre-ingest OBJECT:obj

ectCharacter

istics.compo

sitionLevel 

fileLocationType The means of referencing the location of 

the content. During the Loading stage 

the value is set to ‘FILE’ as a default. 

System - Loading 

stage 

 

OBJECT:stor

age.content

Location.con

tentLocation

Type 

fileLocation Could be used for reference to the 

location of the content. (Currently not 

in use) 

User – Pre-ingest OBJECT:stor

age.content

Location.con

tentLocation

Value 

fileOriginalName The name of the object as submitted to 

or harvested by the repository, before 

any renaming by the repository 

User – Pre-ingest 

or during web 

deposit (bulk 

load) 

OBJECT:Ori

ginalName 

fileOriginalPath The original path from which the file 

was taken (user PC, server). 

Exported files are structured according 

to this path. 

User – Pre-ingest 

or during web 

deposit (bulk 

load)  

 

fileOriginalID Used to store the location of the file on 

the Deposit server. 

System – Loading 

stage 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

 

fileExtension The normalized and definitive file 

extension for the file. 

System – loading 

stage, based on 

the file name 

* Rosetta 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

Mandatory 

fileMIMEType The definitive MIME type for the file. 

Note – This value should be the same as 

in the fileFormat section. If the value 

was populate by the user, the system 

will not override it, and then it might 

mismatch the value in the fileFormat 

section. 

User – can 

populate in 

Submission 

application  

System – During 

format validation 

task, based on 

format library 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

 

fileSizeBytes File size in bytes. System – 

Calculated by 

fixity task. 

(It can be 

populated pre-

ingest as well) 

OBJECT:obj

ectCharacter

istics.size 

storageID Currently not in use.  OBJECT:stor

age.storage

Medium 

streamRefId Currently not in use.    

formatLibraryId Reference to the file format library. The 

format library ID is used by the system 

to search and create sets, based on a 

given format. (For example, 

preservation sets). 

System – 

Validation Stack 

– Format 

Identification 

task 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

 

riskLibraryIdentifiers List of ‘Tool Driven’ risks associated 

with the file format. All the ‘Tool 

Driven’ risks that were found as 

relevant for the file are stored in this 

field (concatenated to a string). 

‘Property Driven’ risks are not stored in 

the DNX. 

System – 

Validation Stack 

– Risk Extraction 

task 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

generalFileCharacteristics.f

ileModificationtionDate 
The date the file was modified. User – during 

ingest 

System - during 

ingest (if not 

provided by 

user) 

 

objectCharacteristics Attributes applicable to all types System Non-

PREMIS 

objectType INTELLECTUAL_ENTITY, 

REPRESENTATION, FILE 

Pre-ingest or 

during loading 

stage 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

 

parentID Link to a higher level object (file -> 

representation, representation -> IE) 

During loading 

stage 

 

groupID Link between objects on the same level 

that cross over representation 

boundaries 

 Pre-ingest or 

during loading 

stage 

 

creationDate Creation date of the IE.  Loading stage 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

 

createdBy User who created the IE.  Loading stage 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

 

modificationDate Modification date.  Upon 

committing new 

version 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

 

modifiedBy User who was the last to modify the IE.  Upon 

committing new 

version 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

owner Consortia ownership path.  Loading stage – 

Based on the 

output of the SIP 

routing rule 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

 

CMS Collection Management System User / System Non-

PREMIS 

system The ILS system in which this IE is 

described - Aleph, Voyager, Taphui 

 User – Pre-ingest 

System – In the 

CMS Update task 

 

recordId The record ID in the ILS.  

mId The ID of the record in the 

HDEMETADATA table. (System 

generated) 

 

webHarvesting Metadata of Web harvesting (NLNZ) User Non-

PREMIS 

primarySeedURL The URL of the harvested domain.  Pre-ingest or 

through the web 

editor. 

  

  

  

  

  

 

WCTIdentifier The Web curator tool that was used for 

the Web harvest. 

 

targetName The name of the harvested site  

group If a group of sites is being harvested, 

this is the name of the group. 

 

harvestDate Date of the Web harvest.  

harvestTime Time of the Web harvest  

internalIdentifier 

Rosetta internal identifiers System 

Non-

PREMIS 

internalIdentifierType For example, PID, UUID, SIPID, 

DepositSetID 

This section is 

populated during 

the loading 

phase. 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

  

 

internalIdentifierValue Deposit ID: Generated ORACLE 

sequence 

SIP ID: Generated ORACLE sequence 

IE PID: IE + Generated ORACLE 

sequence 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

REP PID: REP + Generated ORACLE 

sequence 

FILE PID: FL + Generated ORACLE 

sequence 

BITSTREAM PID: BS + Generated 

ORACLE sequence 

objectIdentifier A designation used to uniquely 

identify the object within the 

preservation repository system in 

which it is stored. 

System, User PREMIS 

objectIdentifierType A designation of the domain within 

which the object identifier is unique. 

(for example, Handle, URN) 

 User – Pre-ingest 

System – as part 

of the 

PiGeneratorGene

ricTask task 

  

OBJECT:obj

ectIdentifier.

objectIdentif

ierType 

objectIdentifierValue The value of the objectIdentifier. OBJECT:obj

ectIdentifier.

objectIdentif

ierValue 

preservationLevel   Preservation level  User PREMIS 

preservationLevelValue   A value indicating the set of 

preservation functions expected to be 

applied to the object (for example, bit-

level, full) 

  

 Pre-ingest or 

through the web-

editor 

  

  

OBJECT:pre

servationLe

vel.preserva

tionLevelVa

lue 

preservationLevelRole    A value indicating the context in which 

a set of preservation options is 

applicable (for example, requirement, 

intention, capability) 

OBJECT:pre

servationLe

vel.preserva

tionLevelRo

le 

preservationLevelRational

e     

The reason a particular 

preservationLevelValue was applied to 

the object. 

OBJECT:pre

servationLe

vel.preserva

tionLevelRat

ionale 

preservationLevelDateAssi

gned      

The date, or date and time, when a 

particular preservationLevelValue was 

assigned to the object. 

OBJECT:pre

servationLe

vel.preserva

tionLevelDa
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

teAssigned 

significantProperties  Significant properties  System/User PREMIS 

significantPropertiesType  The aspect, facet, or attribute of an 

object about which significant 

properties are being described (for 

example, content, structure, behavior, 

page count, page width) 

 This section is 

populated for 

files, by the MD 

Extraction task 

during the 

Validation Stack 

stage. 

However, users 

can use this 

section in the IE 

and 

Representation 

level and 

populate it pre-

ingest 

  

  

OBJECT:sig

nificantProp

erties.signifi

cantProperti

esType 

significantPropertiesValue   Description of the characteristics of a 

particular object. These properties are 

important for characterizing objects, 

finding objects, identifying risk in 

objects, and evaluating the success of 

preservation actions. 

OBJECT:sig

nificantProp

erties.signifi

cantProperti

esValue 

significantPropertiesExten

sion    

A container to include semantic units 

defined outside of PREMIS for 

significant properties. 

OBJECT:sig

nificantProp

erties.signifi

cantProperti

esExtension 

fileFixity The file fixity System PREMIS 

agent The agent ID of the file fixity utility 

(such as JAVA SE v5) if performed 

internally, or externally provided agent 

information. 

 Populated by the 

Fixity task (part 

of the validation 

stack) 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

  

  

OBJECT:obj

ectCharacter

istics.fixity.

messageDig

estOriginato

r 

fixityType The specific algorithm used to construct 

the message digest for the digital object 

(such as MD5, CRC32, and SHA-256). 

OBJECT:obj

ectCharacter

istics.fixity.

messageDig

estAlgorith

m 

fixityValue The output of the message digest 

algorithm. 

OBJECT:obj

ectCharacter

istics.fixity.

messageDig

est 

fileFormat The file format System PREMIS 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

Agent Agent ID of the file format utility (such 

as DROID v1 definition file v17). 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

These fields are 

populated during 

the format 

validation task 

(runs as part of 

the validation 

task) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

formatRegistry Type of format library record (such as 

PRONOM). 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.format

.formatRegis

try.formatRe

gistryName 

formatRegistryId The registry ID. OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.format

.formatRegis

try.formatRe

gistryKey 

formatRegistryRole The purpose or expected use of the 

registry: format identification. 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.format

.formatRegis

try.formatRe

gistryRole 

formatName A designation of the format of the file or 

bitstream. (The ID of the Format in the 

Format Library e.g. fmt/7 for TIFF) 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.format

.formatDesi

gnation.for

matName 

formatVersion The version of the format listed in 

formatName. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.format

.formatDesi

gnation.for

matVersion 

formatDescription The format description from the format 

library entry. (e.g. ‘Tagged Image File 

Format’ for format fmt/7 (TIFF)) 

 

formatNote Contains the note as entered by the 

Technical Analyst upon the manual 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

format assignment. istics.format

.formatNote 

exactFormatIdentification True – in case the format was identified 

by the format identification tool (e.g. 

DROID)  

False – in case the Format was not 

identified by the tool (multiple or 

tentative results) and it was populated 

based on auto-correction rule or 

manually by a staff user (Technical 

Analyst). 

 

mimeType Based on the mime type in the format 

library. 

 

agentVersion The version of the tool used for 

identifying the format (such as DROID). 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

agentSignatureVersion The version of the format’s signatures 

file that is used by the format 

identification tool. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

IdentificationMethod The method that the file format is 

identified. Possible values are: 

signature, extension, container, manual, 

and rule  

 

fileVirusCheck The file virus check System Non-

PREMIS 

Agent Agent ID of the file virus check utility 

(such as MacAfee v32, def file 98). 

 This section is 

populated by the 

virus check task 

(part of the 

validation stack) 

  

  

 

Status Passed/fail  

content The descriptive output of the virus 

check utility. 

 

fileValidation The file validation utility (such as 

jhove, NLNZ MD extractor) 

System Non-

PREMIS 

Agent Name and version of the file validation  This section is  
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

utility 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

populated during 

the MD 

extraction task 

(as part of the 

validation stack) 
pluginName Name of the plugin used for validation  

Status This field is currently not in use.  

Format A designation of the format of the file or 

bitstream. (for example, TIFF) 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

version The version of the format listed in 

format. (such as 1.0) 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

mimeType Specific output of JHOVE/NLNZ. In 

case no mimeType was identified by the 

utility, this field will remain empty. 

 

 

Profile This field is currently not in use.  

isValid True/False indicator   

isWellFormed True/False indicator   

agentVersion This field is currently not in use.  

vsOutcome The validation stack results - one 

record per check 

System Non-

PREMIS 

checkDate The date of the validation stack 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

  

 This section is 

populated by the 

validation stack 

task chain. 

  

  

  

  

 

vsAgent Same agent as in the output of specific 

sections 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

Type Fixity, virus, validation, and so forth 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

Result Passed, fail  
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

* Rosetta Mandatory   

resultDetails The automatic output from the 

validation stack agent (such as: 
/exlibris/dps/d4_1/profile/repos

itory/storage1/2010/01/03/file_1

/FL1123 is Virus Free) 

 

vsEvaluation Passed, fail 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

vsEvaluationDetails If the result was changed by the 

Technical Analyst, this field will 

capture the details. 

 

creatingApplication Information about the application 

that created the object 

User/System PREMIS 

creatingApplicationName A designation for the name of the 

software program that created the 

object (such as MSWord) 

This section can 

be populated by:  

• the user in 

the 

submission 

application, 

external 

preservation 

plan 

(descriptor 

file) or via 

the web 

editor 

• the system 

during 

preservation 

action 

(internal 

plan) 

  

  

  

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.creatin

gApplicatio

n.creatingA

pplicationN

ame 

creatingApplicationVersio

n 

The version of the software program 

that created the object. 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.creatin

gApplicatio

n.creatingA

pplicationV

ersion 

dateCreatedByApplication The actual or approximate date and 

time the object was created. 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.creatin

gApplicatio

n.dateCreate

dByApplicat

ion 

creatingApplicationExtensi

on  

Application creation information using 

semantic units defined externally to 

PREMIS. 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.creatin

gApplicatio
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

n.creatingA

pplicationEx

tension 

inhibitors Features of the object intended to 

inhibit access, use, or migration. 

User PREMIS 

inhibitorType  The inhibitor method employed (such 

as DES, PGP, Blowfish Password 

protection). 

  

 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.inhibit

ors.inhibitor

Type 

inhibitorTarget The content or function protected by the 

inhibitor (All content, Function: Play, 

Function: Print). 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.inhibit

ors.inhibitor

Target 

inhibitorKey The decryption key or password. 
OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.inhibit

ors.inhibitor

Key 

objectCharacteristicsExt

ension  

A container to include semantic 

units defined outside of PREMIS. 

User PREMIS 

objectCharacteristicsExtens

ion  

   User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

OBJECT:Obj

ectCharacter

istics.object

Characteristi

csExtension 

environment Hardware/software combinations 

supporting the use of the object. 

User PREMIS 

environmentCharacteristic An assessment of the extent to which 

the described environment supports its 

purpose (such as recommended, 

minimum). 

  

 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 

  

OBJECT:env

ironment.en

vironmentC

haracteristic 

environmentPurpose The use(s) supported by the specified 

environment (such as render, edit). 

OBJECT:env

ironment.en

vironmentP

urpose 

environmentNote Additional information about the 

environment. 

OBJECT:env

ironment.en

vironmentN
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

ote 

environmentDependenc

ies 

Information about a non-software 

component or associated file 

needed in order to use or render the 

representation or file - for example, 

a schema, DTD, or an entity file 

declaration. 

User PREMIS 

dependencyName A designation for a component or 

associated file needed by the 

representation or file. 

  

  

 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 

 

  

  

  

  

OBJECT:env

ironment.de

pendency.d

ependencyN

ame 

dependencyIdentifierType

1 

A designation of the domain in which 

the identifier of the dependent resource 

is unique (for example, URI). 

OBJECT:env

ironment.de

pendency.d

ependencyI

dentifier.de

pendencyId

entifierType 

dependencyIdentifierValu

e1 

The value of the dependencyIdentifier 

(for example, 

http://www.teic.org/P4X/DTD/teicorp2.

dtd) 

OBJECT:env

ironment.de

pendency.d

ependencyI

dentifier.de

pendencyId

entifierValu

e 

dependencyIdentifierType

2 

 These fields allow holding another 2 

sets of environment dependencies. 

  

  

  

 

dependencyIdentifierValu

e2 

 

dependencyIdentifierType

3 

 

dependencyIdentifierValu

e3 

 

environmentSoftware Software required for rendering or 

using the object.  

User PREMIS 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

softwareName Manufacturer and title of the software 

application (for example, Adobe 

Photoshop). 

 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 

  

  

  

  

OBJECT:env

ironment.sof

tware.swNa

me 

softwareVersion 
The version or versions of the software 

referenced in softwareName (for 

example, >=2.2.0). 

OBJECT:env

ironment.sof

tware.swVer

sion 

softwareType Class or category of software (for 

example, renderer, operating system). 

OBJECT:env

ironment.sof

tware.swTy

pe 

softwareOtherInformation Additional requirements or instructions 

related to the software referenced in 

softwareName. 

OBJECT:env

ironment.sof

tware.swOt

herInformati

on 

softwareDependancy The name and, if applicable, version of 

any software component needed by the 

software referenced in softwareName in 

the context of using this object. 

OBJECT:env

ironment.sof

tware.swDe

pendancy 

envSoftwareRegistry Software required for rendering or 

using the object.  

User Non-

PREMIS 

registryId  
 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

environmentHardware Hardware required for rendering or 

using the object.  

User PREMIS 

hardwareName Manufacturer, model, and version (if 

applicable) of the hardware (for 

example, Intel Pentium III). 

 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 

  

  

OBJECT:env

ironment.sof

tware.hwNa

me 

hardwareType Class or category of the hardware (for 

example, processor, memory, 

input/output device). 

OBJECT:env

ironment.sof

tware.hwTy

pe 

hardwareOtherInformatio

n 

Additional requirements or instructions 

related to the hardware referenced in 

hardwareName (for example, 32MB 

minimum). 

OBJECT:env

ironment.sof

tware.hwOt

herInformati

on 

envHardwareRegistry Hardware required for rendering or 

using the object. 

User Non-

PREMIS 

registryId   
 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 

 

 

environmentExtension  A container to include semantic 

units defined outside of PREMIS. 

User Non-

PREMIS 

environmentExtension    
 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 

 

OBJECT:env

ironment.en

vironmentE

xtension 

signatureInformation Information needed to use a digital 

signature to authenticate the signer 

of an object and/or the information 

contained in the object. 

User PREMIS 

signatureInformationEnco

ding 

The encoding used for the values of 

signatureValue, keyInformation (for 

 User can 

populate this 
OBJECT:sig

natureInfor
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

example, Base64, Ds:CrytoBinary). section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 

  

  

  

  

  

  

mation.sign

ature.signat

ureInformati

onEncoding 

signer The individual, institution, or authority 

responsible for generating the 

signature. 

OBJECT:sig

natureInfor

mation.sign

ature.signer 

signatureMethod A designation for the encryption and 

hash algorithms used for signature 

generation (for example, DSA-SHA-

256,DSA-SHA-256). 

OBJECT:sig

natureInfor

mation.sign

ature.signat

ureMethod 

signatureValue The digital signature; a value generated 

from the application of a private key to 

a message digest. 

OBJECT:sig

natureInfor

mation.sign

ature.signat

ureValue 

signatureValidationRules The operations to be performed in order 

to validate the digital signature. 

OBJECT:sig

natureInfor

mation.sign

ature.signat

ureValidatio

nRules 

signatureProperties Additional information about the 

generation of the signature. 

OBJECT:sig

natureInfor

mation.sign

ature.signat

urePropertie

s 

keyInformation  Information about the signer’s public 

key needed to validate the digital 

signature. 

OBJECT:sig

natureInfor

mation.sign

ature.keyInf

ormation 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

signatureInformationExte

nsion 

Digital signature information using 

semantic units defined outside of 

PREMIS. 

User PREMIS 

signatureInformationExten

sion 

  
 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) 

OBJECT:sig

natureInfor

mation. 

signatureInf

ormationExt

ension 

relationship   User PREMIS 

relationshipType A high-level categorization of the 

nature of the relationship. 

  

  

  

  

 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 

  

  

  

  

  

  

OBJECT:rela

tionship.rela

tionshipTyp

e 

relationshipSubType A specific characterization of the nature 

of the relationship documented in 

relationshipType. 

OBJECT:rela

tionship.rela

tionshipSub

Type 

relatedObjectIdentifierTyp

e1 

A designation of the domain within 

which the identifier is unique. 

OBJECT:rela

tionship.rela

tedObjectIde

ntification.re

latedObjectI

dentifierTyp

e 

relatedObjectIdentifierVal

ue1 

The value of the related object 

identifier. 

OBJECT:rela

tionship.rela

tedObjectIde

ntification.re

latedObjectI

dentifierTyp

e 

relatedObjectSequence1 The order of the related object relative 

to other objects with the same type of 

relationship. 

OBJECT:rela

tionship.rela

tedObjectIde

ntification.re

latedObjectS

equence 

relatedObjectIdentifierTyp    
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

e2   

 These fields allow holding another 2 

sets of relations. 

  

  

  

relatedObjectIdentifierVal

ue2 

 

relatedObjectSequence2  

relatedObjectIdentifierTyp

e3 

 

relatedObjectIdentifierVal

ue3 

 

relatedObjectSequence3  

linkingIEIdentifier An identifier for an intellectual entity 

associated with the object. 

User PREMIS 

linkingIEIdentifierType The type of the linked object. 

 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) or 

via web editor 

  

OBJECT:link

ingIntellectu

alEntityIden

tifier.linking

IntellectualE

ntityIdentifi

erType 

linkingIEIdentifierValue The ID of the linked object. 

OBJECT:link

ingIntellectu

alEntityIden

tifier.linking

IntellectualE

ntityIdentifi

erValue 

producer Producer information System Non-

PREMIS 

producerId The Producer ID in the Rosetta DB. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 
  

 This section is 

populated by the 

system during 

the loading stage, 

as part of the SIP 

processing. 

  

 

userIdAppId The user ID in the Rosetta DB. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

defaultLanguage Default language of the Producer.  

authorativeName Authoritative name of the Producer.  
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

* Rosetta Mandatory   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

userName The user name (if the Producer is not an 

organization). 

 

firstName First name of the Producer. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

lastName Last name of the Producer. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

middleName Middle name of the Producer.  

jobTitle Job title (if the Producer has a user 

record of a staff member). 

 

address1 The Producer's address (street, 

neighborhood, city, state). 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

address2    

address3    

address4    

address5    

zip Zip code.  

emailAddress E-mail address. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

webSiteUrl Producer's Web site.   

telephone1 Phone number. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

telephone2    

producerAgent Producer Agent information System Non-

PREMIS 

firstName First name of the Producer Agent. 
 This section is 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

* Rosetta Mandatory populated by the 

system during 

the loading stage, 

as part of the SIP 

processing. 

  

  

lastName Last name of the Producer Agent. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

middleName Middle name of the Producer Agent.  

event Events that were created during the 

SIP processing 

System/User PREMIS 

eventIdentifierType Type of event (for example, Rosetta) 

* Rosetta Mandatory 
  

Events are 

created by the 

system. 

All the 

provenance 

events are 

written into the 

DNX upon 

creation and 

copied to the 

METS file upon 

moving to 

permanent.  

  

Pre-ingest events 

can be created by 

the users and 

written in the 

METS as part of 

the submission 

application.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

EVENT:eve

ntIdentifier.

eventIdentif

ierType 

eventIdentifierValue ID of the event in the generating system  

* Rosetta Mandatory 

EVENT:eve

ntIdentifier.

eventIdentif

ierValue 

eventType Event category in the generating system 

(processing, deposit) 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

EVENT:eve

ntType 

eventDescription Description of the event in the 

generating system. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

eventDateTime Event date. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

EVENT:eve

ntDateTime 

eventOutcome1 Event outcome can be Success or 

Failure. 

EVENT:eve

ntOutcomeI

nformation.

eventOutco

me 

eventOutcomeDetail1 A detailed description of the result or 

product of the event in textual form. 

EVENT:eve

ntOutcomeI

nformation.

eventOutco

meDetail.ev

entOutcome
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

DetailNote 

eventOutcomeDetailExten

sion1 

If the event contains an XML file that 

should be stored as is. 

Note: XML should be wrapped as 

CDATA 

EVENT:eve

ntOutcomeI

nformation.

eventOutco

meDetail.ev

entOutcome

DetailExtens

ion 

eventOutcome2  The section structure allows to have 3 

sets of eventOutcome , 

eventOutcomeDetail and  

eventOutcomeDetailExtension as part 

of the same event. 

  

  

  

  

  

 

eventOutcomeDetail2  

eventOutcomeDetailExten

sion2 

 

eventOutcome3  

eventOutcomeDetail3  

eventOutcomeDetailExten

sion3 

 

linkingAgentIdentifierXM

LID1 

If there is an XML that is generated by 

the agent. 

 

linkingAgentIdentifierTyp

e1 

If the event is being generated by 

different agents, such as specific 

software 

EVENT:linki

ngAgentIde

ntifier.linkin

gAgentIdent

ifierType 

linkingAgentIdentifierVal

ue1 

The ID of the agent - software tool 

name. 

EVENT:linki

ngAgentIde

ntifier.linkin

gAgentIdent

ifierValue 

linkingAgentRole1 The role of the agent - migration, 

rendering, and so forth. 

EVENT:linki

ngAgentIde

ntifier.linkin

gAgentRole 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

linkingAgentIdentifierXM

LID2 

 The section structure allows to have 3 

sets of linkingAgentIdentifierXMLID, 

linkingAgentIdentifierType, 

linkingAgentIdentifierValue and 

linkingAgentRole as part of the same 

event. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

linkingAgentIdentifierTyp

e2 

 

linkingAgentIdentifierVal

ue2 

 

linkingAgentRole2  

linkingAgentIdentifierXM

LID3 

 

linkingAgentIdentifierTyp

e3 

 

linkingAgentIdentifierVal

ue3 

 

linkingAgentRole3  
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

linkingRightsStatementId

entifier  

An identifier for a rights statement 

associated with the object. 

User PREMIS 

linkingRightsStatementIde

ntifierType  

A designation of the domain within 

which the 

linkingRightsStatementIdentifier is 

unique. 

  

 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) 

OBJECT: 

linkingRight

sStatementI

dentifier. 

linkingRight

sStatementI

dentifierTyp

e 

linkingRightsStatementIde

ntifierValue  

The value of the 

linkingRightsStatementIdentifier. 

OBJECT: 

linkingRight

sStatementI

dentifier. 

linkingRight

sStatementI

dentifierVal

ue 

accessRightsPolicy Access rights Policy  System/User Non-

PREMIS 

policyId The ID of the policy in its shared MD 

format (in the hdemetadata table in the 

staging DB and in the permanent 

repository). Note that this ID can be a 

string (for example, OPEN_ACCESS). 

 The system 

assigns the IE 

with the AR 

policy of the 

material flow. 

The AR policy 

can be re-

assigned by the 

user in the web 

editor (3A, 

editor) 

* Rosetta 

Mandatory 

  

  

 

policyParameters Modifying parameters of the access 

rights policy record (future use) 

 

policyDescription Textual brief description of the access 

rights policy record 

 

retentionPeriodPolic

y 

Retention Period  System/User Non-

PREMIS 

policyId 
The ID of the policy in its shared 

MD format (in the hdemetadata 

table in the staging DB and in the 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

permanent repository). Note that this 

ID can be a string (for example, 

FIVE YEARS). 

policyDescription 
Textual brief description of the 

retention rights policy record 

  

grantedRightsState

ment 

The deposit boilerplate 

statement 

User Non-

PREMIS 

grantedRightsStatementId

entifier 

The ID of the boilerplate that is related 

to the material flow through which this 

IE was inserted. This ID is generated in 

Rosetta when creating a new copyrights 

statement. 

  

 User can 

populate this 

section pre-ingest 

(in submission 

application) 

 

grantedRightsStatementVa

lue 

Actual content of the statement  

metaData The Metadata record System Non-Premis 

MID The ID of the metadata record as it 

stored in the PID/MID table. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 This section is 

populated in the 

METS file upon 

the move to 

permanent. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

UUID The unique ORACLE sequence ID of 

the metadata record in the 

HDEMETADATA table. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

creationDate Creation date of the metadata record in 

Rosetta. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

createdBy User who created the metadata record. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

modificationDate Modification date. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

modifiedBy User who modified the record. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

 

metadataType Metadata type (DNX, descriptive DC, 

access rights). 
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Name Description Source PREMIS 

path 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

description  This field is currently not in use.  

externalSystem The external system from which this 

metadata record was brought. 

 

externalRecordId The ID of the MD in an external system.  

collection Collection information System Non-Premis 

collectionID The unique ID of the collection. 

* Rosetta Mandatory 

  

collectionName The name of the Collection  

* Rosetta Mandatory 

  

externalSystem Future use - The external system from 

which this Collection record was 

brought. 

  

externalRecordId Future use - The ID of the Collection in 

an external system. 

  

parentCollectionId The Collection ID of the parent 

collection, in case it exists. 

  

DNX Controlled Lists 

The following table lists the DNX fields which can hold only values from a predefined 

list. The list of available values is defined using Rosetta Code Table mechanism. 

Field Name Code Table Name Editable2 

status IEStatus No 

IEEntityType IEEntityType Yes 

preservationType PreservationType No 

usageType UsageType No 

representationEntityType representationEntityType No 

 
2 The code table can be edited by a staff user 
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Field Name Code Table Name Editable2 

RepresentationCode RepresentationCode No 

FileEntityType FileEntityType  

fileLocationType fileLocationType No 

fileExtension 
com.exlibris.preservation.format.FormatsExtensi
onsPopulator 

No 

fileMIMEType 
com.exlibris.preservation.format.FormatsMimeTy
pesPopulator 

No 

objectType objectType No 

system ExternalSystems Yes 

internalIdentifierType internalIdentifierType No 

objectIdentifierType objectIdentifierType Yes 

fixityType fixityType No 

type vsOutcomeType No 

result vsResult No 

vsEvaluation vsEvaluation No 

creatingApplicationExtension  SubmissionFormatFileExtensions No 

inhibitorType inhibitorType No 

dependencyIdentifierType1 dependencyIdentifierType No 

dependencyIdentifierType2 dependencyIdentifierType No 

dependencyIdentifierType3 dependencyIdentifierType No 

relationshipType relationshipType No 

relationshipSubType relationshipSubType No 

relatedObjectIdentifierType1 relatedObjectIdentifierType No 

relatedObjectIdentifierType2 relatedObjectIdentifierType No 

relatedObjectIdentifierType3 relatedObjectIdentifierType No 

linkingIEIdentifierType linkingIEIdentifierType No 

defaultLanguage UserLanguage No 
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Field Name Code Table Name Editable2 

eventType eventTypeCategory No 

linkingAgentIdentifierType1 linkingAgentIdentifierType No 

linkingAgentIdentifierType2 linkingAgentIdentifierType No 

linkingAgentIdentifierType3 linkingAgentIdentifierType No 

linkingRightsStatementIdentifierType  linkingRightsStatementIdentifierType  No 

  


